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BODY

COUNTRY: (U) PAKISTAN (PAK); AFGHANISTAN (AFG).
IPSP: (U) [(b)(3):10 USC 424]
MULLAH ABDUL QAYUM ZAKIR AND MAULAWI AKHTAR MOHAMMAD MANSOUR (U).
WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY
EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED
SECRET.
DOI: (U) 20100521.
REQS: (U) [(b)(3):10 USC 424]
[(b)(1), (b)(3):10 USC 424, 1.4 (c)
SUMMARY: (U) SEE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, TEXT PARAGRAPH 1, BELOW.

TEXT: 1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES AND DISAGREEMENTS EXIST BETWEEN TALIBAN LEADERS MAULAWI AKHTAR MOHAMMAD MANSOUR AND MULLAH ABDUL QAYUM ZAKIR.

2. SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES AND DISAGREEMENTS EXIST BETWEEN TALIBAN LEADERS MAULAWI AKHTAR MOHAMMAD MANSOUR AND MULLAH ABDUL QAYUM ZAKIR. HE USED HIS INFLUENCE TO ASSIGN MANY UNQUALIFIED ISAAQZAI TRIBAL MEMBERS AS TALIBAN COMMANDERS.

3. RUMORS EXISTS WHICH IS USED TO INFLAME THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MANSOUR AND MULLAH ABDUL QAYUM ZAKIR. THE PROPAGANDA IS AS FOLLOWS.

A. MULLAH BARADAR HAD 6,000 FIGHTERS IN DIFFERENT PROVINCES WHO WANTED TO JOIN TALIBAN UNITS LOYAL TO MAULAWI AKHTAR MOHAMMAD MANSOUR. HOWEVER, COMMANDERS IN KANDAHAR, HELMAND, ZABUL, AND URUZGAN PROVINCES WERE SECRETLY PAID BY COMMANDERS LOYAL TO MULLAH ABDUL QAYUM ZAKIR TO CHANGE SIDES AND FIGHT WITH HIM.

B. AFGHAN NAMES BECOME OFFICIAL UPON ISSUANCE OF A TAZKIRA, THE OFFICIAL AFGHAN IDENTITY CARD. WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL FIRST CONDUCTS OFFICIAL BUSINESS WITH LOCAL DISTRICT OFFICIALS, USUALLY UPON ENTERING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. THE NAME AS